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Abstract—Routing security is a major concerned in Wireless
Sensor Network since a large scale of unattended nodes is deployed
in ad hoc fashion with no possibility of a global addressing due to a
limitation of node’s memory and the node have to be self organizing
when the systems require a connection with the other nodes. It
becomes more challenging when the nodes have to act as the router
and tightly constrained on energy and computational capabilities
where any existing security mechanisms are not allowed to be fitted
directly. These reasons thus increasing vulnerabilities to the network
layer particularly and to the whole network, generally. In this paper,
a Dynamic Window Secured Implicit Geographic Forwarding
(DWSIGF) routing is presented where a dynamic time is used for
collection window to collect Clear to Send (CTS) control packet in
order to find an appropriate hoping node. The DWIGF is expected to
minimize a chance to select an attacker as the hoping node that
caused by a blackhole attack that happen because of the CTS rushing
attack, which promise a good network performance with high packet
delivery ratios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OUTING protocol ensures the message reaches a correct
receiver in an accurate form and within a reasonable time
delay. In traditional network, the nodes that do the data
processing are different from the communication nodes, which
responsible to relay the message to the destination. However
in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), the sensor nodes have to
act in both actions. With this way, routing design becomes
tricky due to limitation on nodes capabilities (i.e. easily be
destroyed, exhausted of energy or power, lower bandwidth,
little processing power, and limited sensing region [1,2] that
can lead to a node failure. Node failure will result in inability
to do its normal processing and fail to route the processing
data to the destination. These limitations also cause any
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security mechanism developed for other networks cannot be
directly applied in WSNs.
In the presence of attacker, routing or network layer
becomes more critical due to the high probability that the
network will drop or misdirect the packet along the way since
the messages may traverse many hops before reaching the
destination especially in a large scale deployment of sensor
nodes [3]. Attackers then can eavesdrop [4], inject bits and
replay the packets at this layer especially in wireless
communication. Attackers can use many colluding nodes and
the node can be more powerful than normal sensor nodes.
Therefore better routing strategies and techniques should be
developed to ensure the goal of routing protocol is fulfill.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, a general survey of routing protocols in WSN is
briefly discussed and subsequently followed by a brief
discussion on security issues in WSN. Then it followed with a
brief review methodology specifically discussed on Implicit
Geographic Forwarding (IGF) and Secured IGF. General
overview of Dynamic Window Secured Implicit Geographic
Forwarding (DWSIGF) is then discussed. System assumptions
are briefly explained in the next section followed with detailed
evaluation on DWSIGF. Finally, it wrapped with brief
discussion and conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Routing Protocols
Routing technique is strongly dependent on the particular
application for which the WSN is used. Each application (i.e.
military, health, environmental, home, etc) has different
requirements on the routing strategies.
Generally, routing protocol in WSN can be classified into
three different categories; flat, hierarchical, and location based
routing. All nodes are typically assigned a same functionality
and roles in the flat-based routing not like in hierarchicalbased routing, where the nodes have different roles to play as
in Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)
routing protocol by Heinzelman et al. [5]. On the other hand,
location-based routing uses node's location for addressing (i.e.
Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR) by Yu et al.
[6] and IGF [7]). The position of a node can be relative or
absolute to its neighbors and detected by Global Positioning
System (GPS) or any other localization techniques.
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In addition, routing protocol also can be categories based
on how the sender finds a route to destination i.e. proactive,
reactive, and hybrid routing. In proactive routing, all routes
are computed before the actual communication takes place as
opposed in reactive routing, where the routes are created on
demands. In hybrid routing, these two approaches are
integrated. Typically nodes in WSN are stationary except for
few mobile nodes. Thus proactive routing is preferable.
The DWSIGF implementation is based on location-based
routing since it inherits the behavior of IGF and SIGF routing
protocol. It is also classified into reactive routing because it
used a lazy binding approach where the forwarding node is
chosen as late as possible.
B. Routing Security
In order to maintain the network availability, the network
must be resilient to individual node failure. Node failure can
happen because of zero power energy have by the node as
mentioned by Karlof and Wagner [1] and due to attacks as
discussed by Wood e al. [8]. In WSN, these two issues need
serious attention in making sure successful transmission of
data from sensor nodes to base station. However in this
implementation, only security is taken into consideration even
though there is tradeoff between the securities provided with
the sensor nodes capabilities.
Routing attacks has been studied in great details by Karlof
and Wagner [1], Wood et al. [8], and Hanapi et al. [3] (i.e.
state corruption, wormholes attack, HELLO floods attack,
blackholes attack, selectively forwading attack, Sybil attacks
[9], and Denial of Service (DoS)) attack. Since DWSIGF
inherits the behaviors of IGF, then few of those attacks are
indirectly eliminated as discussed below.
DWSIGF keeps no routing table since the forwarding node
is computed with lazy binding approach [7] only when there is
a packet to send in order to avoid route to the node that is fails
or node that out of area of coverage. By looking at security
aspect as discussed by Wood et al. [8], this protocol is
thwarted from the routing state corruption. At the same time,
DWSIGF also free from the HELLO floods, wormholes, and
sinkholes attack as it is based on geographic routing.
Geographic routing introduces additional security concerns
since it is a distance-based routing protocol where the nodes
interact only with their neighbours and taking a localized
independent forwarding decision based on node’s physical
location given by GPS or some distributed localization
protocol, and need to pass certain rules defined by the
protocol. It will not allow the neighbouring nodes to advertise
themselves to the sender.
However, DWSIGF still vulnerable to Sybil attack [1],
blackhole attack, selective forwarding attack, and DoS attack
[10]. A Sybil node could appear in more than one place at
once [8,9] with different set of nodes or virtual locations. By
only one attacker, it can manipulate the rest of the neighour by
masquerade its location and claims the other locations are also
its location. Thus with IGF routing protocol for example, the
sender will route to a hole when this attack happen. However,
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location verifications can be done on each node as suggested
by [6,11] but because of memory, energy, bandwidth and
computational constraints of sensor nodes make the public key
encryption, digital signature impossible in WSN as discussed
by Hanapi et al. [3].
Selective forwarding and blackholes attacks can be group
together as discussed by Wood et al. [8] and Hanapi et al. [3].
In DWSIGF, IGF and SIGF, the attackers always try to be
selected as forwarding node by trying to always be the first
node reply with Clear to Send (CTS) packet. In IGF and
SIGF-priority selection, if the CTS rushing attack happen, the
attacker is always be selected as the participating node. As a
result, this lead to zero packet delivery ratio (PDR). The
DWSIGF is trying to minimize the chances of attacker
selection caused by the CTS rushing attack.
III. METHOD
IGF and SIGF have been chosen as the base routing
because of their stateless routing. Memory and expensive
communication can be minimized without the need of routing
table. Thus this approach is suitable to be applied to the
limited capability of sensor node. It is also independence on
any network topology or presence of the other nodes since the
route is computed on demand as late as possible. In the
routing perspective, it minimized a chance of a packet to be
relayed to the nodes that are moved out of range, died, or in
sleep state.
A. Implicit Geographic Forwarding Routing Protocol
According to Blum et al. [7], IGF routing protocol used
hybrid network/Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol. It
used Ready-to-Send (RTS)/CTS hand-shake of 802.11 DCF
MAC protocol. The communication hand-shake is shown in
Fig 1. Communication begins when network allocation vector
(NAV) of sender S is zero after the sender detected that there
is a packet to be sent. Then it carrier sense a channel for DIFS
time. The sender S then broadcast an Open RTS (ORTS) if the
channel is free after the DIFS. ORTS contain sender and
destination locations.

Fig. 1: IGF hand-shake timeline [7,8]
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In IGF, only one neighbor will reply the CTS. Thus the R is
confirm be selected as the forwarding nodes to relay a DATA
to the destination. The communication is terminated by the
acknowledgement, sent by the destination D.
B. Secured Implicit Geographic Forwarding Routing
Protocol
SIGF also inherits the behaviors of IGF. It founds that
without routing table, it gives zero possibility to alter and
spoof routing information. However, only with a single
attacker it can completely corrupt the routing for all of its
neighbors. This is happen when the attacker is chosen as the
forwarding node after be the first nodes reply with the CTS
immediately after received the OTS in any of the hop count.
Once be selected, the sender will relay the DATA to the
attacker. Upon receiving the DATA, it will reply with the
ACK but then can either drop or selectively forward the
DATA packet to the next hop or destination.
In that case, SIGF overcomes the chances of attacked by
verify all the CTSs received. In this case, all candidates within
600 sextants centered on the direct line to the destination will
reply with the CTS but the SIGF only received any CTS that
arrived within 5 ms of sender’s collection window. The
candidate’s locations will then be verified. However with

The forwarding node R is chosen at the MAC layer when
candidate nodes A within a 600 sextants centered on the direct
line with respect to the destination D replied with the CTS
(contains node location) packet as shown in Fig 2. They have
to set a CTS Response time [7] inversely proportional to a
weighted sum of their distance from the sender, remaining
energy, and at right the angles distance with respect to the
destination before reply the CTS. On the expiry of the timer,
they will reply the CTS packet. Other neighbors N that
virtually overhear the CTS will cancel their CTS Response
time and set their NAV based on 802.11 DCF semantics.

[3 ii.] If medium busy, save back-off counter
[2] NAV permit channel access & set back-off counter

WAIT FOR NAV
to be equal to 0

IDLE (START)

WAIT FOR DIFS
Carrier sense for idle

[4 ii.] If medium busy after back-off counter = 0, save back-off counter
[6 ii.] If ORTS Wait Time = 0

[4 i.] Start transmit control packet if back-off counter = 0
[5] RTS transmission finished, Set ORTS Wait Time

WAIT FOR ORTS
WAIT TIME

CTS VERIFICATION
[8 ] Select fwding node

[6 i.] If Wait Time ≠ 0, open
CW

[7 i.]Received CTS

OPEN CW to WAIT
FOR CTS

[7, b, e ii.] If medium busy, set back-off counter

[9 i.] If medium free <=SIFS time, send DATA packet

WAIT FOR SIFS

[10] DATA packet transmission finished

min

[11 ii.] ACK packet not received, set CW = CW

[d i.] DATA
packet
received

WAIT FOR ACK

TRANSMIT DATA
[11 i.] Received ACK packet, set CW = CW

TRANSMIT CTS

BACK-OFF
Till counter = 0

TRANSMIT ORTS
broadcasting

(area, distance)

min

WAIT FOR DATA

TRANSMIT ACK

[c] Finish CTS transmission
[b i.] If medium free <=SIFS time, send CTS packet
[d ii.] DATA not received

[e i.] If medium free <=SIFS time, send ACK packet

CTS RESPONSE
TIMER

[b ii.] if there is no attack , when overhears other CTS,
cancel Response

Fig. 3: State Diagram of MAC handshake for IGF, SIGF, and DWSIGF [12]
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[3 i.] If medium idle (free)

[a] Received RTS & NAV permits channel access

[7 ii.] Did not receive CTS, double fwding area

[1] Has packet to send and radio is idle

[b i.] When Response Timer = 0, ready to transmit CTS
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Fig. 2: Forwarding area, 600 sextants centered on the direct line with
respect to the destination [7,8]
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priority selection, attackers again be selected as the
forwarding nodes that lead to other routing attacks as well.
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IV. DWSIGF: DYNAMIC WINDOW SECURED IGF
DWSIGF still keeps the advantages of IGF but try to
minimal a possibility of selecting attackers in SIGF. As we
know, once attackers are chosen as the hop node, they can do
anything to the all packets relays to them either drop it or
selectively forward it. They are also able to eavesdrop the
communication, modify the DATA and control packet (i.e.
ACK packet), and replay the packet sent. In other words, they
are now able to control the whole communication that will
degrade the network performance as a whole.
Thus DWSIGF’s aim is to minimize the change of attacker
to take part on the communication. Unlike SIGF, random time
is targeted to minimize a chance of adversaries to respond
since they do not know an exact time the collection window is
open. Collection windows will open to so many respondents
of the CTS packet and its location and its remaining energy is
verified simultaneously. Any node that gives a closed
destination, good remaining energy and good history activity
will be selected as the participating node.
At the same time, simultaneous verification can verify
whether the nodes have duplicate location or not in order to
avoid Sybil attacker as well. Once selected by the sender, they
will follow the IGF semantics to relay the packet to other node
towards the destination. The different between IGF, SIGF, and
DWSIGF is on the collection window time as illustrated in the
shaded box in Fig 3 with the method of first come first
selected, fixed time, and dynamic time respectively. The fig
illustrates the RTS/CTS, DATA and ACK hand-shake for
IGF, SIGF, and DWSIGF in details as elaborated in section
III.
V. SIMULATION
A. Assumption
In the implementation, communication is assumed
unsecured where there will always be an attacker in the
communication link between sender and receiver. There is no
different between the attackers and nodes capabilities. At the
same time, the nodes are remains stationary once deployed.
The nodes know their own location based on the GPS reading
or any other localization techniques. Furthermore, the nodes
thrust their own clock, measurements and storage.
B. System Configuration
DWSIGF, SIGF and IGF are implemented using MATLAB
7.0. that follows the 802.11 MAC DCF handshaking. General
system parameter is listed in Table 1.
The simulation is run within a terrain of 150 x 150 m with
the number of nodes that uniformly divided into 196 cells
having a communication range 40 m radius, r. Each node is
placed in center using Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation of 4 m. Radio bandwidth and payload size is limited
to 200 kbps and 32 bytes respectively to run 100 packets of
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CBR streams for ten times. The result is a mean of ten
simulation runs.
TABLE 1
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION
Terrain
150 x 150 meters
Number of Nodes
196
Node Placement
Grid + Ŋ(0,16) noise
Application
CBR streams
Payload Size
32 bytes
Simulation Length
100 packets, 10 runs
Radio Range
40 meters
Radio Bandwidth
200 kbps
WP
2
1
WR

Fig. 4: Deployment of 196 nodes with sender S, destination D, and
attacker A1

The simulation test point to point and many to many CBR
flows. Since the result for many to many just a multiplication
of point to point traffic flow, then the result shown is based on
many to many traffic with 6 senders situated at the left side of
the region and 2 receivers at the right of the region. The
experiments evaluate the protocol under increasing traffic
loads until the traffic becomes 12 packets per second. In the
simulation, only one attacker is created to perform the
blackhole attack caused by the CTS rushing attack. Fig 4
shows the sender S, destination D, and attacker A1 used in the
experiments.
VI. RESULT
Simulation is done in two different scenarios; without
attack and with CTS rushing attack that lead to the blackhole
attack as well. Generally, all simulation results give an
average of 4-6 hops count for randomly chosen 6 senders and
2 destinations.
A. Without Any Attack
Figs 5, 6, and 7 shows results without attack done on IGF,
SIGF (with priority selection), and DWSIGF (with priority
selection) routing protocols under increasing traffic loads with
respect to PDR, end-to-end delays, and message overhead
respectively. These results act as a baseline for the comparison
when there is attacker performs the attacks.
Fig 5 shows IGF, SIGF, and DWSIGF have comparable
delivery ratios 95-100% under light traffic load. When the
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traffic starts to flow with rates 7 packets per second, each
protocol start to suffer congestion. SIGF and DWSIGF
degrades 0.1% and 4% respectively to IGF because of the
protocols allow additional time to collect multiple CTS
packet. In SIGF, fixed collection window time is used for each
CBR flow however DWSIGF used dynamic window time. In
the case of longer time is used for any of the communication
flows, thus the number of CTS packet being collected in
DWSIGF is high compared to SIGF.

Message Overhead

Overh ead (N u m b er o f
Messag es)

4000
3500
3000
2500

SIGF-priority
IGF

2000

DWSIGF-priority

1500
1

P acket D elivery R atio (% )

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Fig. 7: Message Overhead: without Attack
90

In summary, DWSIGF add extra overhead compared to
SIGF and IGF since dynamic collection time is used. These
results acts as a baseline to investigate the protocols under
blackhole attack. However, the IGF considered a perfect
solution to be used when there is no attacker in the
communication.

SIGF-priority
IGF
DWSIGF-priority

70

50
1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
Traffic (pkts/sec per CBR flow)

10

11

12

Fig. 5: Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): without Attack

The effect of given extra time on collection window in
collecting the CTS packet also increase the end to end delay
of SIGF and DWSIGF with 17% and 19% respectively when
compared to IGF as shown in Fig 6. This trade-of however
enhances the security aspect of the protocol itself. The SIGF
and DWSIGF inherits some of the general behaviors of IGF
(i.e. used MAC control packets; ORTS, CTS, and ACK).
Therefore, there is no big different on the communication
overhead even in heavy traffic load as shown in Fig 7 except
extra CTS packets are sent in SIGF and DWSIGF depending
on the time allocated for the collection window with 4% and
5% increment respectively with respect to IGF.
End-to-End Delay
4000
E n d -to -E n d D e la y (m s )

3

Traffic (pkts/sec per CBR flow)

Packet Delivery Ratio
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DWSIGF-priority

2000
1500
1000
500
0
1

2

3

4
5
6
7
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Traffic (pkts/sec per CBR flow)

10

11
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B. With Blackhole Attack
In this simulation, blackhole attack is created when the
attacker A1 in Fig 4 performs the CTS rushing attack. Once
being selected as the forwarding node, then it sends a virtual
ACK to sender but all the packets received are actually
dropped and not be relayed to the destination. As a result, the
PDR becomes zero percent. The experiment with attack is
evaluated with a single CBR stream in order to avoid network
congestion. Since the baseline shows the network started to
congest when the flow rates is 7 packets per second, thus for
simplicity, existence of attacker is checked in this traffic rates.
Fig 8 shows with dynamic time allocated to collection
window used in DWSIGF, the chances to select attacker as
forwarding is reduced about 80%. This is because the attacker
is not sure the time the collection window is close unless the
attacker try to be the first node reply the CTS. In some of the
cases, even the attacker try to be the first reply with the CTS,
no chances for them reply the CTS because of the small time
allocated to open the collection window. With the less
possibility to choose the attacker thus the PDR becomes better
as shown in Fig 9 with 96% PDR compared to SIGF and IGF
protocol. Generally, Fig 10 shows PDR for IGF, SIGF, and
DWSIGF for every traffic loads. The DWSIGF achieve mean
of 90-96% PDR even there is an attacker in the
communication link. However for all traffic load, IGF and
SIGF-priority have a very bad performance on PDR since the
attacker simply drop the entire received packet.

Fig. 6: End to End Delay: without Attack
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P ossiblity Attacker E xist (% )

Possiblity Attacker Been Selected
120
100
80
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40
20
0
IGF

SIGF

DWSIGF

Routing Protocol

The DWSIGF still can provide a good PDR (mean of 90-95
%) even the neighbors performing the blackhole attack due to
less possibility to selects the attacker as the forwarding node
as compared to SIGF and IGF.
Packet Delivery Ratio

P acket Delivery Ratio %

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
IGF

SIGF

DWSIGF

Routing Protocol

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the DWSIGF, the dynamic window stateless
routing protocol that resilience to blackhole attack caused by
the CTS rushing attack is presented. The simulation evaluated
the test without the attack and with the blackhole attack. Even
without inserting any security mechanism inside the routing
protocol, the DWSIGF still promise a good defense against
blackhole attack with better performance on PDR. However,
IGF still be a good solution when there is no attack in the
network. Future work is to developed suitable defense against
selective forwarding, Sybil, and DoS attacks to suit with our
routing algorithm.

Fig. 9: Packet Delivery Ratio on 7 packets/sec per CBR flows:
Blackhole Attack
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Fig. 8: Possibility of Select an Attacker

just a local neighbourhood because the participating node is
fully independent and dynamically chosen and as late as
possible. Lastly with geographic routing properties, it is also
resistant to insiders and outsiders attackers since it do not trust
its neighbouring nodes.
However, our protocol still vulnerable to selective
forwarding, Sybil, and DoS attacks. The adversaries node
always competes to send the respond control packet as early
as possible in order to make sure always be selected as a next
hop. Since our protocol requires next hop’s candidate to pass
certain criteria or rules, then there is no possibility for the
attackers to send wrong information to the sender and claims
it is a right next hop to be chosen. We will further discuss our
routing strategies and defense methods in our next paper.
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